
Imperfect Information in Health Care Markets
Exercise Session 11 - Moral Hazard



Exercise 27

Suppose a study like the RAND health insurance experiment could
be redone for $ 200 million. On what should the new study focus,
i.e. how should it be di↵erent from the old one? Do you think it
would be worth the money?
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What Sacha nur Andy could focus on :

- potential for Consumer to Shop for Value in healthcare

- in patient caoe Hat mayor way not be presented by generous drag benefit

- mental health toeafneuf approaches
- health Savings accounts

- other forms of Cost Sharing (e.g. in Germany the
"Quartalspauschale ")

- maybe focus more on deducfibles ratner than copagweuf

⇒ Could well be work the maag since potential Savings are very high



Exercise 28

A consumer has wealth W = 64 and faces a potential loss of
L = 15. The consumer has to decide whether to ”be careful”or
not. If he is careful, the loss realizes with probability 1/4. If he is
not careful, the loss realizes with probability 1/2. Being careful
costs (the money equivalent of) 1 unit of income. (The consumer
is a risk averse expected utility maximizer and you can assume
u(x) =

p
x .)

a) Consider the situation where the consumer is not insured. Will
he be careful?

b) Consider the situation where the consumer is fully insured at
premium p > 0. Will he be careful?
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cerefnl

Ö) Consumer is aereful : Eln) = ¥ UIW-1) + 14 eelw- L - 1)

= & .
V63 + 14.548

'

= 7,68

consumer is not careful: Eln) = tz . u (W) + 12 - ulw-L)
= Iz . VEI + ¥ .

V43 = 7,5

=) the Consumer will be carekd if be has no insurance

b) with full coverage insurauce :

F- lulcarefue = " (W - P - 1) } he will not be aaretalden to mord hazard
F- (a) carcass = u (W -P) > F-Haake

Note : Being careful is son
-

allg desirable as the etpected benefit is ¥ and cost are only1.

↳
probability of losing 15
reduas by ¥



Exercise 29

A consumer with Bernoulli utility u(x) = �x2 + 10x has wealth
W = 4 and faces a potential (money equivalent) loss L = 2 which
realizes with probability ↵ = 1/2. If the loss realizes the consumer
can (partially) make up for the loss by treatment M 2 [0, 2]. The
insurance will cover qM of these treatment expenditures for some
coverage rate q 2 [0, 1]. Treatment M will mitigate the loss to
L� 2M +M2/2.

a) If the consumer is ill, what treatment intensity M⇤(c) will he
choose?

b) (numerical) Assume that the insurance premium is fair, i.e.
p = ↵qM⇤(q). Write down the consumers expected utility.
Which q maximizes expected consumer utility? How and why
does this result di↵er from models without moral hazard?

9¥.
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a)
First , note that u 'k) = -2×+10 > 0 for ✗ < 5

→ uk) is a positive monotone transformation of ✗ in this case las in come will be between Oand 4)
↳ ülxl =#

⇒ If the Consumer is ill , he solues
the following problem: (as we can also justuse the utility function ukkx)

'

W - p - L + 2M -

^ ( g.µ is paid by insurance)
max I - (1-g)µ

M ⇐[ OR] -

FOC : 2 -M - H-q) =
!
O

(first - oraler- Condition)
⇒ µ*(q) = 1+9

b) Consumer's expected utility : U= ✗ . u (W- < + 2M¥41 - - ✗ - g.M¥4) - H-g)AG))
lossase

× FT TE IEof
beatmet

+ 11 - x) ulw - ✗q M¥91)
✗ Finn

na Ass Cafe



Optimal coverage level with Moral Hazard

☒

q
→ Consumer 's utility is maximized for q = 0,39
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. b) (continuo)

This itself is inleoestiug since without moral hazard
,
a risk - arerse Consumer would always

prefer more Coverage over less Coverage Get a fair premium).

The problem here is that with bisher Coverage , the Consumer adjusfs bis

behavior (overconsumption) and pays a bisher premium (which he
disLikes)

.

This is why the optimal Coverage level for the consumer with the preserve of moral hazard sneaker than 1

(partial coverage only).



Exercise 30

Consider the following case: ”I met Jane at a gas station in the
outskirts of Oklahoma City where she was filling up her 8 year old
Chevrolet. She was in her fourties and when I asked for the way
she was happy to help me out. The moment she talked it became
apparent that some of her teeth were missing which impeded her
speech slightly (the pronounciation of ”s”was a bit o↵). As a result,
I misunderstood her first and had to ask her to repeat. The second
time I got it and apologized for my earlier misunderstanding.
’Don’t worry, it happens all the time. Ever since I had the tooth
thing three years ago. It hurt so bad...After two days I begged my
brother to pull them out.’ she said. ’I see. Did it help?’ I asked
politely. ’Well first he did not want to do it. But after another day
he said yes. It was terrible. He did not get them first time and
then it hurt even more and there was lots of blood. But, yeah, it
got better when they were out.’ It took me a second to follow but
then it dawned on me: ’I guess your brother is not a dentist...’



Exercise 30 (cont.)
’No, of course not,’ Jane laughed, ’he did his best. I called the
dentist but they said it was 500$. I mean, who can pay that if you
have no insurance, you know.’”

Discuss whether Jane should have had a dentist to treat her
toothache from a welfare perspective.
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Jane has no insurauce and did notSee a dentist
.

Heute
,
her WTP is become the cost of

a dentist and it is most elticieut for her not to see a dentist
.

Objections: - Maybe ,
it is ratner about ability to

pag than about willigness to pag

(however,
she could have sold her can)

- you could argue that some social health inseuauce should be paging for her foeatmenf
.

In this case
,

we would use health insurauce to re distributor wealth
.

→ potential disadvaufage : If Jane were given 500$ Cash for her treatuent
,
she night

still use it for somethiug die .

→ potential advaatage : negative etlerualities of non - treatuent can be

presented ,
which night be social} desirable leg. for infectious

disease)


